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AUTOMATED DOCUMENT AUTHORING searches for information associated with the content and 
ASSISTANT THROUGH COGNITIVE returns the information . Suggestions provided to the user are 

COMPUTING based on the information . At least one storage device stores 
a repository of authored documents , a repository of user 

FIELD 5 behavioral profiles , and a repository of document templates . 
The at least one hardware processor searches the repository 

The present application relates generally to computers and of document templates for a candidate template that matches 
computer applications , and more particularly to computer- a style of the document being authored . The at least one 
assisted document authoring supported by cognitive com- hardware processor infers the candidate template responsive 
puting . to not finding the candidate template in the repository of 

document templates , wherein the suggestions are further BACKGROUND determined based on a definition specified in the candidate 
Computer - implemented document authoring includes cre template . The at least one hardware processor continuously 

ating , editing , and reviewing documents automatically or 15 detects a behavior of the user while authoring the document 
and stores information associated with the detected behavior semi - automatically via computer software or the like execut 

ing on a computer or the like device . Computer - assisted or of the user in the repository of user behavioral profiles . The 
automated document authoring is a complex task since it suggestions may be further tailored based on the detected 
involves supporting author's creativity and the necessity to behavior of the user . 
ensure consistency during authoring . Elaborating ideas pres A method providing document authoring assistance , in 
ents inherently a cognitive - intensive task and authors often one aspect , may include executing a document editor user 
find it difficult to reify their thoughts . Authors may end up interface that interacts with a user in receiving content from 
with a document or artifact semantically different from what the user and providing suggestions to the user while the user 
was initially planned . In other words , it is not rare that is authoring a document via the document editor user 
authors take different paths without even noticing that they 25 interface . The method may also include searching for infor 
have done so . Guaranteeing quality and consistency on mation associated with the content and returning the infor 
created content generally is difficult to achieve . For instance , mation , wherein the suggestions provided to the user are 
aspects such as adequate content resolution and format , based on the information . The method may further include matching visual design , semantic suitability and expressive storing a repository of authored documents , a repository of 
ness are not trivial . In the same direction , lack of smooth 30 user behavioral profiles , and a repository of document 
subject transitions or even poor narrative evolution , awk templates in at least one storage device . The method may ward phrasing in texts and inconsistent concepts in visual also include searching the repository of document templates materials are not uncommon , not to mention other issues for a candidate template that matches a style of the document such as usage of unconventional grammar , sentence struc being authored . The method may also include inferring the ture and correctly addressing intended concepts . 

Content reuse is not trivial as well . Pinpointing and candidate template responsive to not finding the candidate 
fetching previously created content that is pertinent to the template in the repository of document templates , wherein 
current document is time - consuming to authors . In addition , the suggestions are further determined based on a definition 
collaborative authoring may produce documents with unde specified in the candidate template . The method may further 
sired mixed styles . Before creating content , users may be 40 include continuously detecting behavior of the user while 
also required to identify relevant aspects in such content and authoring the document and storing information associated 
find relevant related materials to expand their knowledge with the detected behavior of the user in the repository of 
about a given aspect . For example , a user creating new user behavioral profiles , wherein the suggestions are further 
knowledge in the form of legal documents , scientific papers , tailored based on the detected behavior of the user . 
or a technical report replies on the user's own knowledge in 45 A computer readable storage medium storing a program 
identifying and structuring new material in a way that makes of instructions executable by a machine to perform one or 
sense to the user's understanding . If the author needs a more methods described herein also may be provided . 
suggestion on a given aspect , the author's only resort may be Further features as well as the structure and operation of 
to ask for feedback from peers . Analysis and structuring of various embodiments are described in detail below with 
concepts presented in unstructured data ( conveyed in any 50 reference to the accompanying drawings . In the drawings , 
kind of media ) constitute an interpretive challenge in the like reference numbers indicate identical or functionally 
practice of document authoring . Added to the fact that similar elements . 
structuring and correlation of concepts in authoring is inher 
ently a cognitive - intensive task , creating new content can be BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
a time - consuming activity . In this aspect , a computer - as- 55 
sisted or automated process that assists users ( authors ) to FIG . 1 is a diagram showing components of a system in 
create content may contribute to a more agile production . one embodiment of the present disclosure . 

FIG . 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method that 
BRIEF SUMMARY processes templates in one embodiment of the present 

60 disclosure . 
A cognitive computing system and method that assist FIG . 3 is a flow diagram showing a process of the 

automatic document authoring may be provided . The system authoring in one embodiment of the present disclosure . 
in one aspect may include at least one hardware processor FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic of an example computer or 
executing a document editor user interface that interacts processing system that may implement a document author 
with a user in receiving content from the user and providing 65 ing system in one embodiment of the present disclosure . 
suggestions to the user while the user is authoring a docu- FIG . 5 illustrates an example screenshot of a document 
ment via the document editor user interface . A search engine editor in one embodiment of the present disclosure . 

35 
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FIG . 6 shows an example screenshot of the document authoring of the present disclosure may also take into 
editor populated with information the cognitive computing account authors ' writing styles , including in a collaborative 
system has determined about the concept . authoring mode where multiple literary style from authors 
FIG . 7 shows an example screenshot of the document may be mixed in a given document . In such mode , the 

editor in one embodiment of the present disclosure , in which 5 system may consider goals specified by multiple authors and 
the cognitive computing system monitors types of content monitor the amount and quality of produced content by each 
entered by the user and performs inconsistency checks , author . This way , the computer - implemented document 
notifying the user of potential inconsistencies in the docu- authoring of the present disclosure is able to assess unde 
ment . sired mixed literary styles , check if content quality and 

FIG . 8 illustrates a sample style template in one embodi- 10 predefined goals are being met , and able to correlate content 
ment of the present disclosure . and environment data ( e.g. , background noise , presence of 

FIG . 9 illustrates a sample semantic template in one other people in the room ) to enhance authoring productivity . 
embodiment of the present disclosure . In another aspect , the computer - implemented document 
FIG . 10 illustrates an example screenshot of a document authoring of the present disclosure provides a conversational 

editor in one embodiment of the present disclosure . 15 mode where authors can interact with the cognitive system 
FIG . 11 illustrates another example screenshot of a docu- using natural language to ask for content suggestions . 

ment editor in one embodiment of the present disclosure . Traditional tools for document authoring provide limited 
FIG . 12 shows an overview of human - machine symbioses support for creation , editing , and reviewing tasks . They 

during authoring processes in one embodiment of the pres- typically support users by providing ‘ What you see is what 
ent disclosure . 20 you get ( WYSIWYG ) interfaces . While the existing docu 
FIG . 13 illustrates cloud computing environment in one ment authoring tools may be able to handle a variety of 

embodiment of the present disclosure . visual content such as images , graphics and text and may be 
FIG . 14 illustrates a set of functional abstraction layers supported by a range of features including embedded the 

provided by cloud computing environment in one embodi- saurus , grammar and spell checking , these solutions tend to 
ment of the present disclosure . 25 focus on the content’s form , but lack mechanisms to support 

improving authoring of the content quality . The existing 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION document authoring tools are generally not aware of 

author's identity and content's semantics and can do little to 
Methodology and techniques are disclosed that provide support quality authoring . 

intelligent computer - assisted document authoring via cog- 30 In one aspect , the presented disclosure takes user infor 
nitive computing . The methodology and techniques may mation ( for example , identity , profile and produced content ) 
improve existing computer word processing and / or docu- supplemented with data from sensors and capture devices as 
ment authoring technology . input . Examples of such captured data may include but are 

In one aspect , a computer - implemented document author- not limited to , eye - tracking , gesture and facial expressions . 
ing of the present disclosure may learn from an author's 35 Whether working in the collaborative authoring mode or in 
profile and behavior , previously authored documents , the single authoring mode , each author is authenticated , for 
semantic templates , knowledge bases , as well as data avail- example , by using a login with username and password , or 
able through search engines . The computer - implemented alternatively by facial recognition , retina scan , another bio 
document authoring may also implement an interactive user metric recognition , or other identification mechanism , for 
interface that includes a conversational mode to extract an 40 example , according to the hardware that is available . 
author's intention and suggest content . Content suggestions FIG . 1 is a diagram showing components of a system in 
may be provided in a dynamic fashion while the document one embodiment of the present disclosure . In one embodi 
authoring takes place . The computer - implemented docu- ment , author's input data is processed by four modules : 
ment authoring may also assess the content's semantics Template Processing 102 , Authoring System 104 , Search 
dynamically during document authoring . The computer- 45 Engine 106 and Cognitive System 116. The modules are 
implemented document authoring may monitor the narrative computer - implemented components that execute on one or 
evolution by controlling authoring styles , narrative mile- more hardware processors or devices . All four modules 102 , 
stones and subjects that should be covered . This monitoring 104 , 106 , 116 are interconnected and use functionalities of 
may be done in real - time through artificial intelligence ( AI ) each other . The components of the system may be connected 
techniques , for example , including Machine Learning clas- 50 via a network 114 such as a computer network , wired or 
sifiers , Natural Language Processing ( NLP ) , and Computer wireless . 
Vision ( CV ) , to infer content semantics from authors ' input The module for template processing 102 is responsible for 
text and visual data . verifying whether the authored content is semantically con 

In one embodiment , the computer - implemented document sistent with predefined and inferred rules in the form of 
authoring of the present disclosure assists in document 55 templates . Semantic templates may describe concepts that 
creation , editing and reviewing based on cognitive systems must be addressed in a given document type . For example , 
that are fed with data from knowledge bases , document in a semantic template corresponding to a patent document , 
repositories and capturing devices such as cameras , eye- topics such as detailed description and claims may be 
tracking devices , microphones , and Internet of Things ( IoT ) specified as being mandatory . By inferring concepts from 
sensors , to understand authors , learn their behavior and 60 authors ' content , the system is able to check if constraints 
preferences . The computer - implemented document author- from the corresponding template are being met . Template 
ing of the present disclosure in one embodiment continu- processing 102 takes the form and the semantics of the 
ously learns from produced content and from author expres- document being authored into account . For instance , the 
sions , habits and intentions , and based on the learning may document authoring of the present disclosure in one embodi 
suggest contextual content and also may balance whether to 65 ment allows an author to define a document template asso 
suggest an optimal working time schedule that users statis- ciated with a context , for example , document templates may 
tically perform better . The computer - implemented document be defined for different contexts , such as for legal docu 
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ments , technical reports or scientific articles . Each of these engine 106 can be used by the cognitive system 116 to fetch 
groups has specific rules and styles that are respected . content from local available repositories and remote reposi 

The authoring processing system 104 suggests actions tories ( e.g. , including local area network and Internet ) . 
and content , taking into account the content's current ver- Definition of semantic and style templates that can be stored 
sion and semantics , authors ' literary styles , gestures , facial 5 in repositories to guide authors during content production 
expressions , attention detection inferred from eye and head may be stored as one or more templates . Templates can be 
tracking , and preferences , as well as content previously defined by authors through explicit rules and / or be inferred 
created and related content fetched through the search from the current document by the cognitive system 116 . 
engine module 106 . Examples of explicit rules include the definitions present in 

Databases 108 , 110 , 112 connected through a local and / or 10 academic papers templates , legal documents and technical 
remote network , e.g. , via 114 , allow respectively storage of reports . As an example of inferring a template , during the 
style and authoring templates 108 , previously generated writing process , as the author inputs content creating a 
documents 110 and knowledge 112 created during author- specific document structuring , the cognitive system 116 can 
ing . The knowledge database 112 is responsible for storing compare the current structure with known rules to classify it , 
the knowledge ( e.g. , all the knowledge ) extracted from the 15 suggesting an appropriate template . The cognitive system 
symbiosis between authors , content and computing system . 116 learns user characteristics ( e.g. , styles , preferences ) to 
The computer - implemented document authoring of the make better suggestions and content understanding . In one 

present disclosure allows users to interact with the authoring embodiment , the cognitive system 116 is in charge of 
system 104 in the WYSIWYG or in a conversational mode . suggesting relevant content ( retrieving data from knowledge 
For example , a WYSIWYG and / or conversational user 20 base , document repositories , template repositories , and 
interface may be provided that functions with the template search engine ) . The authoring system 104 uses the cognitive 
processing 102 , authoring system 104 and search engine 106 system 116 so that it can classify and present relevant 
modules and template 108 , document 110 and knowledge- information to authors . 
base 112 databases to reuse , fetch and suggest ( proactively FIG . 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method that 
and / or reactively ) new content and corrections to an author 25 processes templates in one embodiment of the present 
using a dialog and conversational system . In one embodi- disclosure . At 202 , a user interface presents options to a user 
ment the dialog and conversational user interface may be to create or to select a template . For instance , the options 
implemented as a sub - module of the authoring system 104 . may be displayed in a form of a selectable menu items on a 
Similarly , an author may request and accept suggestions in display screen . The flow logic shown in FIG . 2 with respect 
natural language , promoting a better user experience . As 30 to template processing and the flow logic shown in FIG . 3 
authors accept or reject suggestions from the authoring with respect to authoring process may run in parallel . 
system 104 , the knowledge base 112 is fed , allowing the At 204 , responsive to the user selecting a create template 
knowledge base 112 to become increasingly specialized to option , a template is created and added to a repository , for 
authors ' preferences . The authoring system 104 also regis- example , a template repository . These templates may have 
ters details about authors ' reactions and expressions in the 35 styling and semantic structuring rules . For instance , these 
knowledge base . In one embodiment , the system infers the rules may define expected visual representation ( e.g. , two 
authors ' current focus and concerns , and physical and psy- columns , authors and their affiliation on top of the page ) . 
chological states , in order to enhance productivity . For Semantic rules can be defined by authors who want to 
instance , increasing or decreasing the amount of suggestions specify milestones and / or broad subjects that should be 
when the cognitive system is able to detect that authors are 40 covered in the document . By using those semantic rules , the 
rested and energized or exhausted . During the authoring cognitive system 116 may check for predefined milestones 
process , the authoring system 104 continuously checks for and goals , narrative evolution and subjects that should be 
pre - defined milestones and goals , narrative evolution , sub- covered . Rules are expressed in a given notation , which may 
jects that should be covered , and writing styles . In case of be extensible markup language ( XML ) , subject - predicate 
detecting inconsistencies , it may suggest changes accord- 45 object ( SPO ) triples , and / or others . 
ingly . At 206 , it is determined whether there are more templates 
A cognitive system 116 is provided that supports inferring to define , for example , based on user interaction , via a 

of semantics and content structuring , giving suggestions and graphical user interface ( GUI ) which takes user input . For 
guiding users in authoring processes . In one embodiment , instance , a user may specify , on the GUI whether to create 
the modules 102 , 104 , 106 and 116 may function as follows . 50 another template . 
The module for template processing 102 is responsible for If there are more templates to define , the processing 
verifying if the authored content is semantically consistent returns to 202. Otherwise , the processing continues to 208 . 
with templates , which can be predefined by authors or At 208 , the created template or templates are applied to the 
inferred from the current document . The authoring system authoring system ( e.g. , 104 in FIG . 1 ) . For instance , apply 
104 is in charge of suggesting actions and content , taking 55 ing templates includes adapting the current document 
into account data such as : content's current version and according to template rules ( e.g. , visual styles and semantic 
semantics ; authors ' literary styles ; user's gestures , facial structure ) . The processing then proceeds to 216 . 
expressions and attention inferred from the cognitive system At 210 , if the user chose to select a template , a selected 
116. The cognitive system 116 uses data from repositories template is searched for in the template repository . In one 
and data captured by available devices , for example , eye and 60 embodiment , a template may be inferred automatically ( au 
head tracking and other devices ; user preferences ; as well as tomatic inference ) without a user explicitly selecting a 
content previously created and fetched from the search template , based on template rules matching the content of 
engine 106 module . The cognitive system 116 uses these the current document . 
data and may also use author's feedback to enhance its At 212 , if the template that is searched for is found in the 
learning capabilities . The cognitive system 116 comprises 65 template repository , it is determined at 206 whether there are 
Al features and techniques , for example , for reinforcement more templates to define . If so , the processing returns to 202 . 
learning , supervised and unsupervised learning . Search If at 212 , no templates are found , it is determined whether 
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a new template should be created , for example , by prompt- If at 228 , it is determined that the user has not accepted 
ing the user at 214. If the user selects to create a new the suggestions , the user is not accepting the suggestions , the 
template at 214 , the processing continues to 204 to create logic of the template processing proceeds to 232 . 
and add the create template to the template repository . At 232 , the user interface prompts the user to ask whether 

If at 214 , the user selects not to create a new template , a 5 the template ( matched template ) should be updated . If the 
template or templates may be inferred throughout the user answers no , the logic of the template processing pro 
authoring process or session at 216. For example , by com- ceeds to 236. On the other hand , if the user answers that the 
paring the current document structure and content with template is to be updated , at 234 , the template found in the 
known rules to classify it , an appropriate template is sug- template repository is updated and stored back in the tem 
gested automatically . plate repository . For instance , the user ( author ) may update 

At 218 , the template that is inferred at 216 is compared the template definition , specifying different topics that 
with other templates in the template repository . For example , should be covered , styling and structuring rules . This tem 
the processing automatically compares concepts present in plate definition ( also referred to as template modeling ) may 
text and visual data ( content semantics ) , styling definitions , be materialized through different languages or notations . For 
document structuring ( e.g. , chapters , sections ) that are being example , a XML , JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) and / or 
authored , to the concepts and structuring defined in existing other intermediary representation using subject - predicate 
templates in the template repository . object ( SPO ) triples , such as Resource Description Frame 

At 220 , it is determined whether a template that matches work ( RDF ) and / or Web Ontology Language ( OWL ) may be 
the inferred template is found in the template repository . In 20 used to define specific aspects of the template . 
one embodiment , a match is characterized by a relevant At 236 , process information is added to a knowledge base . 
amount ( a defined threshold ) of content semantics , styling In one embodiment , all aspects that were accepted and / or 
definitions and / or document structuring conforming to what rejected by the author ( such as new content , styling and 
is specified in a given template definition . If the authored structuring modifications ) are stored as knowledge in a 
content happens to match a template definition , the template 25 knowledge base . This information may be used as a feed 
processing would suggest its application to the document . back for learning algorithms , for enhancing future sugges 

If at 220 , it is determined that no matching template is tions . 
found , a prompt is displayed or presented to the user at 222 , The authoring system in one embodiment is in charge of 
to ask whether the inferred template should be added to the supporting user interaction throughout authoring . The 
template repository . If the user inputs that the template is to 30 authoring system uses functionalities from template process 
be added to the template repository , the template that is ing to check whether a template exists or not for the current 
inferred is added to the template repository at 224. On the content . The features of the authoring system and the 
other hand , if the user inputs that the template is not to be template processing may overlap , specifically ( 308 in FIG . 
added to the template repository , the logic of the flow 3 and 226 in FIG . 2 ) . In one embodiment , the suggestions of 
proceeds to 236 . 35 the processing at 226 in FIG . 2 may be based specifically on 

If at 220 , it is determined that a matching template is template definitions . In one embodiment , the authoring 
found , suggestions for content change is determined based system ( e.g. , shown at 308 in FIG . 3 ) may suggest enhance 
on the information found in the matching template . For ment based on other aspects , such as previously authored 
instance , content that is entered for current document author- documents , facts in knowledge base and documents 
ing and the currently entered style or format of the document 40 retrieved by using the search engine module . 
may be accessed . The current document's content and style FIG . 3 is a flow diagram showing a process of the 
may be compared with those found in the matching tem- authoring in one embodiment of the present disclosure . A 
plate . The template processing in one embodiment may document authoring of the present interface may include a 
check for addressed topics in content ( semantics ) , styling user interface via which a user may author a document , for 
and structuring in the current document , for suggesting 45 example , by creating a document and adding content to the 
content enhancement , replacement and / or insertion as deter- document . The user interface receives data or content input 
mined from the matching template . by the user at 302. For example , a user ( e.g. , author ) creates 

At 226 , the suggestions may be provided to the user via or opens a document and adds content . The user interface 
the user interface of the document authoring . For example , detects this action and the content . 
if the currently being authored document has different 50 At 304 , a cognitive system processes the content consid 
content or style from the matching template's defined con- ering template and knowledge base . This processing in one 
tent and / or style , a suggestion may be provided to change the embodiment involves considering result of the process for 
content and / or style to those found in the matching template . template processing and facts present in the knowledge base . 
In one embodiment , the authoring system ( e.g. , FIG . 1 at Both processes for authoring and template processing may 
104 ) may perform this step , e.g. , using features from the 55 occur or run in parallel . The cognitive system may analyze 
template processing component . content through artificial intelligence ( AI ) techniques such 

At 228 , it is determined whether the user has accepted the as natural language processing ( NLP ) and computer vision 
suggestions . For example , the user interface providing the ( CV ) , also considering possible templates and previous user 
suggestions may also include an input field for the user for preferences and facts from the knowledge base . 
indicating whether to accept the suggestions or not . At 306 , the content author and the document state ( e.g. , 
At 230 , if the user has accepted the suggestions , the document version number ) may be registered . For instance , 

content is updated automatically according to the sugges- the authoring system may register this information in a 
tions . For example , the current document being authored is knowledge base ( e.g. , 112 in FIG . 1 ) . The authoring system 
automatically updated with the suggested content enhance- may access the knowledge base and persist ( or store ) infor 
ment , replacement and / or insertion as determined from the 65 mation , for example , represented in tables , subject - predi 
template ( e.g. , inferred or explicitly selected ) . The logic of cate - object ( SPO ) triples , or other type of storage technol 
the template processing proceeds to 232 . ogy . 

60 
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At 308 , suggestions regarding current document version , user interface populated with information the cognitive 
style , content semantics , reuse and content are presented . computing system has determined about the concept , which 
The authoring system performs this step , taking into account may be displayed via the user interface on a display device . 
information from the other modules . For example , the For instance , a user ( author ) may be presented with a 
suggestions may be based on aspects determined by the 5 plurality of options , one or more of which a user may select 
template processing with respect to template definition , to complete the author statement , e.g. , as shown at 602 , 604 
consistency with previous authored documents and infor- and 606. The cognitive computing system may also handle 
mation fetched from search engine ( e.g. , 106 in FIG . 1 ) . and present image 608 and / or multimedia data 610 , e.g. , 

At 310 , it is determined whether the user has accepted the including pictures , video , audio , about the concept or sub 
suggestions made at 308 , for example , via the user interface . 10 ject , which the user may select to include in the document . 
For instance , the user may input that the user is accepting In one embodiment , the cognitive computing system of the 
one or more or all of the suggestions . Examples of sugges- present disclosure invokes or executes a search engine to 
tions may include changing specific styling , structuring search for the information regarding the inferred concept , 
aspects , replacing content with another , removing content , which for example , is populated on the document editor 
suggesting new content to be added . 15 display screen . The information may be in the form of text 

At 312 , if the user has accepted the suggestions , the and multimedia . 
suggestions are applied to the document . The authoring FIG . 7 shows a mockup of the document editor in which 
system may add , remove or replace specific content ( s ) the cognitive computing system monitors types of content 
and / or styling and / or structuring as suggested into the docu- entered by the user and performs inconsistency checks , 
ment . 20 notifying the user of potential inconsistencies in the docu 

At 314 , if mixed authoring styles are detected , corrections ment . For example , the cognitive computing system may be 
may be suggested . Algorithms for NLP such as word embed- able to handle multimedia data e.g. , transcoding to different 
ding may be applied to infer if words and sentences are more formats , coping with multiple modalities ( fusion and fission ) 
likely used by authors considering their profiles and writing The cognitive system may monitor different types of 
history or words and expressions that should be used for 25 content added by authors . The cognitive computing system 
specific templates ( academic , legal ) . If , for example , the user is able to suggest new content , and it can also check for 
accepts the suggested corrections , the corrections may be contextual inconsistencies in the document . For instance , in 
automatically applied to the document . Examples of mixed FIG . 7 , the author has described the shown image as a 
styles may include , authors using contrasting expressions picture of red valley . The cognitive computing system of the 
( e.g. , British and American ) , mixing passive and active 30 present disclosure analyzes the image and determines that 
modes , inconsistencies with first person and third person the image does not pertain to a picture of red valley , and 
narratives , colloquial and formal narratives . For example , assists a document author to handle this inconsistent situa 
for each word in the document the authoring system detects tion . For example , the cognitive system extra cont 
whether the usage of the word is consistent with the whole semantics , e.g. concepts and topics detected from pictures 
document and template definition . Such detection may be 35 and textual content , correlating the information and inferring 
inferred through AI and NLP mechanisms . potential inconsistencies . The cognitive system may infer 

At 316 , process information is added to the knowledge inconsistencies by checking whether detected concepts and 
base ( e.g. , FIG . 1 at 112 ) . The process information may topics expressed in content are consistent to what is being 
include whether the author accepted or rejected the sugges- described throughout the document . For example , if a pic 
tions , for example , in correcting mixed styles or other 40 ture of Monument Valley is in the document , but text is 
inconsistencies in the document . For example , the authoring referring to it as Red Valley , this is potentially an inconsis 
system may infer what are the author's preferences concern- tency . Al techniques such as CV and NLP may be applied for 
ing the detected situation . To make future suggestions , this detecting semantics in visual and text content . 
feedback ( stored or added to the knowledge base ) is taken In the example shown in FIG . 7 , the cognitive computing 
into account . 45 system recognizes that the image refers to Monument Valley 
At 318 , it is determined whether the user has finished the and not to Red Valley as entered by the author . For instance , 

authoring process . If so , the logic ends at 320. Otherwise , the the cognitive computing system may compare the entered 
logic proceeds back to 304 . image with a verified image of Red Valley . Responsive to 

The following describes an example use case of a cogni- discovering the inconsistency , the cognitive computing sys 
tive computing system that assists in document authoring . A 50 tem may suggest to complement the picture description with 
user interface may provide a document authoring or editor additional information , e.g. , as shown at 702 and 704 . 
screen into which a user may enter content . An example As the author accepts or rejects suggestions the cognitive 
screenshot of a document editor is shown in FIG . 5. Con- computing system makes , the cognitive computing system 
sider that an author is writing an article about “ XYZ ” topic . becomes increasingly specialized to the author's preferences 
As soon as the author starts to write , the cognitive system 55 and writing style . User feedback is used to refine ( curate ) AI 
immediately recognizes the subject and starts to retrieve algorithms that are trained considering these examples 
information about the detected concept . among other data . The more the user ( author ) provides 

After evaluating the fetched information about the feedback , the more relevant it will be in statistical analyses 
inferred concept , the cognitive computing system may from these algorithms . 
immediately rank and present information related to it . Topic 60 Templates such as semantic and style templates may be 
and concept recognition may be performed through AI defined and stored in a repository to guide authors during 
techniques , such as Natural Language Processing ( NLP ) for content production . A template may be defined by an author 
text processing and Computer Vision ( CV ) for visual con- by providing explicit rules , and / or be inferred by the cog 
tent . Broader concepts may be formed , by aggregating nitive computing system from the current document the user 
different actors and objects in a specific image . For instance , 65 is authoring . 
a group of people throwing a ball may be recognized as a FIG . 8 illustrates a sample style template in one embodi 
sports match . FIG . 6 shows a mockup of the document editor ment of the present disclosure . This example template 
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defines that text should be placed in two - columns , authors content that would be cognitively demanding when the user 
and their affiliation on top of the page . The cognitive is detected to be tired . In this case , the system may also 
computing system may assist authors to maintain their suggest that the author take a break . As another example , the 
documents consistent with styling requirements . Whenever system may detect if the user is reflecting about an aspect 
the system perceives that formatting rules are being broken , 5 that could reveal that a topic should be further extended . The 
it may alert users suggesting them with style and content system may find further narratives , for example , via a search changes or actions to keep the document according to style engine searching for additional content or information on templates . For example , the cognitive computing system that topic , and automatically suggest the additional content may compare a selected template's style with the current to extend the topic . The cognitive computing system 1202 
document's style as the user formats the content in the 10 analyzes content semantics in the document being authored current document . Responsive detecting an inconsistency 
between the two , an alert may be signaled . 1208 in order to infer literary and authoring styles and to 
FIG . 9 illustrates a sample semantic template in one learn user preferences . Based on the analysis , the cognitive 

embodiment of the present disclosure . A semantic template computing system 1202 suggests optimal content and 
can be defined , for example , by authors , specifying mile- 15 actions to enrich the document authoring experience . 
stones and / or broad subjects that should be covered in the The current authoring solutions propose basic author 
document . By using a semantic template , the cognitive identification through login . In one embodiment , the docu 
system may check for pre - defined milestones ( required ment authoring through cognitive computing of the present 
topics or sections ) and goals , narrative evolution and sub- disclosure provide user detection using available hardware , 
jects that should be covered during document authoring . 20 and continuously capturing of author information . Current 

FIG . 10 illustrates an example user interface display of a solutions are unaware of users and content semantics , while 
document editor in one embodiment of the present disclo- the document authoring through cognitive computing of the 
sure . Taking into account a semantic template definition present disclosure provides learning from authors and con 
( e.g. , shown in FIG . 9 ) , the cognitive system may alert an tent to make better suggestions and content understanding . 
author that there are critical missing goals . For example , a 25 Current solutions offer limited support such as spelling and 
notification 1002 is displayed in the editor to notify that the grammar checking , while the document authoring through 
current document is missing paper structure defined in the cognitive computing of the present disclosure provide 
semantic template . The cognitive computing system may explores content understanding through machine learning 
also contrast the current content with fetched information and artificial intelligence techniques , offering features such and make suggestions based on concept and content analyt- 30 as control of narrative evolution , consistency checking , ics . In the example , the cognitive computing system found authoring styles , milestones and subjects that should be that eighty percent of the analyzed papers include a common covered . topic discussion strategy as shown at 1004 . 
By correlating the semantic and style template definitions , A document authoring methodology of the present dis 

the cognitive computing system is also able to present richer 35 closure provides a cognitive assistant for document author 
suggestions . FIG . 11 illustrates another example screenshot ing . For example , the document authoring through cognitive 
of a document editor in one embodiment of the present authoring of the present disclosure may sense and learn from 
disclosure . In this example , the system infers that the current author's expressions , sentiments , user input , and other user 
document is a position paper . For example , by any hints such behavior , detected while a user is authoring a document via 
as the “ Position paper ” in the title , the system may infer that 40 a document authoring user interface . Learning may be 
the document is a position paper . As another example , by performed also from previously created documents , seman 
searching remote repositories and verifying that the main tic and style templates . For instance , the document authoring 
addressed topic in the paper is not discussed in the literature , through cognitive computing of the present disclosure in one 
the system may infer that the current document is a position embodiment implements and employs style and semantic 
paper . The cognitive computing system suggests , for 45 template . The templates may be defined by author specifi 
example , as shown at 1102 , that it should comprise specific cation and / or by inferring from a document being authored . 
directions and information . The suggestions may be deter- The document authoring through cognitive authoring of the 
mined by correlating data fetched from repositories and present disclosure in one embodiment provides for auto 
applying NLP and other statistical analysis . mated consistency checking of document content ( e.g. , 

In one embodiment , the cognitive computing system 50 syntax and semantics ) and automated consistency checking 
continuously senses and learns user characteristics to make of document according to style templates ( e.g. , legal docu 
better suggestions and content understanding . For example , ments , academic papers ) . The document authoring through 
as authors accept or reject suggestions , the cognitive com- cognitive authoring of the present disclosure in one embodi 
puting system becomes increasingly specialized to authors ' ment may detect literary style , e.g. , including for collabora 
preferences and writing style . 55 tive authoring . 
FIG . 12 shows an overview of human - machine symbioses The document authoring through cognitive authoring of 

during authoring processes . The cognitive computing sys- the present disclosure in one embodiment provides for 
tem 1202 in one embodiment perceives author behaviors enhancement of productivity when producing document in 
through multiple available capture devices 1204 , for different domains such as legal documents , technical reports , 
instance , while a user is authoring a document via an 60 scientific production of research groups , papers , patents and 
authoring tool or software ( e.g. , shown at 1206 ) . The system other scientific artifacts , and artistic or literary publishers . 
1202 may detect user sentiment and physical state to avoid The document authoring through cognitive authoring of 
cognitive - intensive suggestions when the user is detected to the present disclosure in one embodiment may enhance 
be tired . As another example , the system may analyze user's word processor tools for improving those tools to be able to 
physical state and working hours to determine the best time 65 efficiently author documents . The document authoring 
to suggest specific content . For example , by detecting through cognitive authoring of the present disclosure in one 
authors ' physical state , the system may avoid suggesting embodiment provides suggestions and assessment of con 
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tent’s semantics ; control of the narrative evolution and systems , or storage , but has control over the deployed 
authoring styles , and control of milestones and subjects that applications and possibly application hosting environment 
should be covered . configurations . 
One or more components of a system in the present Infrastructure as a Service ( IaaS ) : the capability provided 

disclosure may be implemented in conjunction with a cloud 5 to the consumer is to provision processing , storage , net 
computing environment , although not limited to that envi- works , and other fundamental computing resources where 
ronment . For instance , embodiments of the present invention the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software , 
are capable of being implemented in conjunction with any which can include operating systems and applications . The 
other type of computing environment now known or later consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

10 infrastructure but has control over operating systems , stor developed . Cloud computing is a model of service delivery 
for enabling convenient , on - demand network access to a age , deployed applications , and possibly limited control of 
shared pool of configurable computing resources ( e.g. net select networking components ( e.g. , host firewalls ) . 
works , network bandwidth , servers , processing , memory , Deployment Models are as follows : 

Private cloud : the cloud infrastructure is operated solely 
storage , applications , virtual machines , and services ) that is for an organization . It may be managed by the organization 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal man or a third party and may exist on - premises or off - premises . 
agement effort or interaction with a provider of the service . Community cloud : the cloud infrastructure is shared by 
This cloud model may include at least five characteristics , at several organizations and supports a specific community that 
least three service models , and at least four deployment has shared concerns ( e.g. , mission , security requirements , 
models . 20 policy , and compliance considerations ) . It may be managed 

Characteristics are as follows : by the organizations or a third party and may exist on 
On - demand self - service : a cloud consumer can unilater- premises or off - premises . 

ally provision computing capabilities , such as server time Public cloud : the cloud infrastructure is made available to 
and network storage , as needed automatically without the general public or a large industry group and is owned by 
requiring human interaction with the service's provider . 25 an organization selling cloud services . 

Broad network access : capabilities are available over a Hybrid cloud : the cloud infrastructure is a composition of 
network and accessed through standard mechanisms that two or more clouds ( private , community , or public ) that 
promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms remain unique entities but are bound together by standard 
( e.g. , mobile phones , laptops , and PDAs ) . ized or proprietary technology that enables data and appli 

Resource pooling : the provider's computing resources are 30 cation portability ( e.g. , cloud bursting for load balancing 
pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi - tenant between clouds ) . 
model , with different physical and virtual resources dynami- A cloud computing environment is service oriented with 
cally assigned and reassigned according to demand . There is a focus on statelessness , low coupling , modularity , and 
a sense of location independence in that the consumer semantic interoperability . At the heart of cloud computing is 
generally has no control or knowledge over the exact 35 an infrastructure that includes a network of interconnected 
location of the provided resources but may be able to specify nodes . 
location at a higher level of abstraction ( e.g. , country , state , Referring now to FIG . 13 , illustrative cloud computing 
or datacenter ) . environment 50 is depicted . As shown , cloud computing 

Rapid elasticity : capabilities can be rapidly and elastically environment 50 includes one or more cloud computing 
provisioned , in some cases automatically , to quickly scale 40 nodes 10 with which local computing devices used by cloud 
out and rapidly released to quickly scale in . To the consumer , consumers , such as , for example , personal digital assistant 
the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be ( PDA ) or cellular telephone 54A , desktop computer 54B , 
unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time . laptop computer 54C , and / or automobile computer system 

Measured service : cloud systems automatically control 54N may communicate . Nodes 10 may communicate with 
and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capa- 45 one another . They may be grouped ( not shown ) physically or 
bility at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of virtually , in one or more networks , such as Private , Com 
service ( e.g. , storage , processing , bandwidth , and active user munity , Public , or Hybrid clouds as described hereinabove , 
accounts ) . Resource usage can be monitored , controlled , and or a combination thereof . This allows cloud computing 
reported providing transparency for both the provider and environment 50 to offer infrastructure , platforms and / or 
consumer of the utilized service . 50 software as services for which a cloud consumer does not 

Service Models are as follows : need to maintain resources on a local computing device . It 
Software as a Service ( SaaS ) : the capability provided to is understood that the types of computing devices 54A - N 

the consumer is to use the provider's applications running on shown in FIG . 13 are intended to be illustrative only and that 
a cloud infrastructure . The applications are accessible from computing nodes 10 and cloud computing environment 50 
various client devices through a thin client interface such as 55 can communicate with any type of computerized device over 
a web browser ( e.g. , web - based e - mail ) . The consumer does any type of network and / or network addressable connection 
not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure ( e.g. , using a web browser ) . 
including network , servers , operating systems , storage , or Referring now to FIG . 14 , a set of functional abstraction 
even individual application capabilities , with the possible layers provided by cloud computing environment 50 ( FIG . 
exception of limited user - specific application configuration 60 13 ) is shown . It should be understood in advance that the 
settings . components , layers , and functions shown in FIG . 14 are 

Platform as a Service ( PaaS ) : the capability provided to intended to be illustrative only and embodiments of the 
the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure invention are not limited thereto . As depicted , the following 
consumer - created or acquired applications created using layers and corresponding functions are provided : 
programming languages and tools supported by the provider . 65 Hardware and software layer 60 includes hardware and 
The consumer does not manage or control the underlying software components . Examples of hardware components 
cloud infrastructure including networks , servers , operating include : mainframes 61 ; RISC ( Reduced Instruction Set 
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Computer ) architecture based servers 62 ; servers 63 ; blade through a communications network . In a distributed cloud 
servers 64 ; storage devices 65 ; and networks and networking computing environment , program modules may be located 
components 66. In some embodiments , software compo- in both local and remote computer system storage media 
nents include network application server software 67 and including memory storage devices . 
database software 68 . The components of computer system may include , but are 

Virtualization layer 70 provides an abstraction layer from not limited to , one or more processors or processing units 12 , which the following examples of virtual entities may be a system memory 16 , and a bus 14 that couples various provided : virtual servers 71 ; virtual storage 72 ; virtual system components including system memory 16 to proces 
networks 73 , including virtual private networks ; virtual sor 12. The processor 12 may include a document authoring applications and operating systems 74 ; and virtual clients 10 module 30 that performs the methods described herein . The 75 . 

In one example , management layer 80 may provide the module 30 may be programmed into the integrated circuits 
functions described below . Resource provisioning 81 pro of the processor 12 , or loaded from memory 16 , storage 

device 18 , or network 24 or combinations thereof . vides dynamic procurement of computing resources and 
other resources that are utilized to perform tasks within the 15 Bus 14 may represent one or more of any of several types 
cloud computing environment . Metering and Pricing 82 of bus structures , including a memory bus or memory 
provide cost tracking as resources are utilized within the controller , a peripheral bus , an accelerated graphics port , and 
cloud computing environment , and billing or invoicing for a processor or local bus using any of a variety of bus 
consumption of these resources . In one example , these architectures . By way of example , and not limitation , such 
resources may include application software licenses . Secu- 20 architectures include Industry Standard Architecture ( ISA ) 
rity provides identity verification for cloud consumers and bus , Micro Channel Architecture ( MCA ) bus , Enhanced ISA 
tasks , as well as protection for data and other resources . User ( EISA ) bus , Video Electronics Standards Association 
portal 83 provides access to the cloud computing environ- ( VESA ) local bus , and Peripheral Component Interconnects 
ment for consumers and system administrators . Service level ( PCI ) bus . 
management 84 provides cloud computing resource alloca- 25 Computer system may include a variety of computer 
tion and management such that required service levels are system readable media . Such media may be any available 
met . Service Level Agreement ( SLA ) planning and fulfill- media that is accessible by computer system , and it may 
ment 85 provide pre - arrangement for , and procurement of , include both volatile and non - volatile media , removable and 
cloud computing resources for which a future requirement is non - removable media . 
anticipated in accordance with an SLA . System memory 16 can include computer system readable 

Workloads layer 90 provides examples of functionality media in the form of volatile memory , such as random 
for which the cloud computing environment may be utilized . access memory ( RAM ) and / or cache memory or others . 
Examples of workloads and functions which may be pro- Computer system may further include other removable / non 
vided from this layer include : mapping and navigation 91 ; removable , volatile / non - volatile computer system storage 
software development and lifecycle management 92 ; virtual 35 media . By way of example only , storage system 18 can be 
classroom education delivery 93 ; data analytics processing provided for reading from and writing to a non - removable , 
94 ; transaction processing 95 ; and document editor assis- non - volatile magnetic media ( e.g. , a “ hard drive ” ) . Although 
tance processing 96 . not shown , a magnetic disk drive for reading from and 

FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic of an example computer or writing to a removable , non - volatile magnetic disk ( e.g. , a 
processing system that may implement a document author- 40 “ floppy disk ” ) , and an optical disk drive for reading from or 
ing system in one embodiment of the present disclosure . The writing to a removable , non - volatile optical disk such as a 
computer system is only one example of a suitable process- CD - ROM , DVD - ROM or other optical media can be pro 
ing system and is not intended to suggest any limitation as vided . In such instances , each can be connected to bus 14 by 
to the scope of use or functionality of embodiments of the one or more data media interfaces . 
methodology described herein . The processing system 45 Computer system may also communicate with one or 
shown may be operational with numerous other general more external devices 26 such as a keyboard , a pointing 
purpose or special purpose computing system environments device , a display 28 , etc .; one or more devices that enable a 
or configurations . Examples of well - known computing sys- user to interact with computer system ; and / or any devices 
tems , environments , and / or configurations that may be suit- ( e.g. , network card , modem , etc. ) that enable computer 
able for use with the processing system shown in FIG . 4 may 50 system to communicate with one or more other computing 
include , but are not limited to , personal computer systems , devices . Such communication can occur via Input / Output 
server computer systems , thin clients , thick clients , handheld ( 1/0 ) interfaces 20 . 
or laptop devices , multiprocessor systems , microprocessor- Still yet , computer system can communicate with one or 
based systems , set top boxes , programmable consumer elec- more networks 24 such as a local area network ( LAN ) , a 
tronics , network PCs , minicomputer systems , mainframe 55 general wide area network ( WAN ) , and / or a public network 
computer systems , and distributed cloud computing envi- ( e.g. , the Internet ) via network adapter 22. As depicted , 
ronments that include any of the above systems or devices , network adapter 22 communicates with the other compo 
and the like . nents of computer system via bus 14. It should be under 
The computer system may be described in the general stood that although not shown , other hardware and / or soft 

context of computer system executable instructions , such as 60 ware components could be used in conjunction with 
program modules , being executed by a computer system . computer system . Examples include , but are not limited to : 
Generally , program modules may include routines , pro- microcode , device drivers , redundant processing units , 
grams , objects , components , logic , data structures , and so on external disk drive arrays , RAID systems , tape drives , and 
that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data archival storage systems , etc. 
data types . The computer system may be practiced in 65 The present invention may be a system , a method , and / or 
distributed cloud computing environments where tasks are a computer program product . The computer program prod 
performed by remote processing devices that are linked uct may include a computer readable storage medium ( or 
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media ) having computer readable program instructions of the computer readable program instructions to personalize 
thereon for causing a processor to carry out aspects of the the electronic circuitry , in order to perform aspects of the 
present invention . present invention . 

The computer readable storage medium can be a tangible Aspects of the present invention are described herein with 
device that can retain and store instructions for use by an reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams of 
instruction execution device . The computer readable storage methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer program prod 
medium may be , for example , but is not limited to , an ucts according to embodiments of the invention . It will be electronic storage device , a magnetic storage device , an understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations optical storage device , an electromagnetic storage device , a and / or block diagrams , and combinations of blocks in the semiconductor storage device , or any suitable combination 10 flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , can be imple of the foregoing . A non - exhaustive list of more specific mented by computer readable program instructions . examples of the computer readable storage medium includes 
the following : a portable computer diskette , a hard disk , a These computer readable program instructions may be 
random access memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
( ROM ) , an erasable programmable read - only memory is special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
( EPROM or Flash memory ) , a static random access memory cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
( SRAM ) , a portable compact disc read - only memory ( CD- instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
ROM ) , a digital versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
floppy disk , a mechanically encoded device such as punch- create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
cards or raised structures in a groove having instructions 20 in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
recorded thereon , and any suitable combination of the fore- computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
going . A computer readable storage medium , as used herein , in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
is not to be construed as being transitory signals per se , such computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
waves , electromagnetic waves propagating through a wave- 25 the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
guide or other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
through a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
through a wire . specified in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or 

Computer readable program instructions described herein blocks . 
can be downloaded to respective computing / processing 30 The computer readable program instructions may also be 
devices from a computer readable storage medium or to an loaded onto a computer , other programmable data process 
external computer or external storage device via a network , ing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of operational 
for example , the Internet , a local area ne work , a wide area steps to be performed on the computer , other programmable 
network and / or a wireless network . The network may com- apparatus or other device to produce a computer imple 
prise copper transmission cables , optical transmission fibers , 35 mented process , such that the instructions which execute on 
wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , gateway the computer , other programmable apparatus , or other 
computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter card or device implement the functions / acts specified in the flow 
network interface in each computing processing device chart and / or block diagram block or blocks . 
receives computer readable program instructions from the The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures illustrate 
network and forwards the computer readable program 40 the architecture , functionality , and operation of possible 
instructions for storage in a computer readable storage implementations of systems , methods , and computer pro 
medium within the respective computing / processing device . gram products according to various embodiments of the 

Computer readable program instructions for carrying out present invention . In this regard , each block in the flowchart 
operations of the present invention may be assembler or block diagrams may represent a module , segment , or 
instructions , instruction - set - architecture ( ISA ) instructions , 45 portion of instructions , which comprises one or more 
machine instructions , machine dependent instructions , executable instructions for implementing the specified logi 
microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting data , or cal function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
either source code or object code written in any combination functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted 
of one or more programming languages , including an object in the figures . For example , two blocks shown in succession 
oriented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ or 50 may , in fact , be executed substantially concurrently , or the 
the like , and conventional procedural programming lan- blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order , 
guages , such as the “ C ” programming language or similar depending upon the functionality involved . It will also be 
programming languages . The computer readable program noted that each block of the block diagrams and / or flowchart 
instructions may execute entirely on the user's computer , illustration , and combinations of blocks in the block dia 
partly on the user's computer , as a stand - alone software 55 grams and / or flowchart illustration , can be implemented by 
package , partly on the user's computer and partly on a special purpose hardware - based systems that perform the 
remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or specified functions or acts or carry out combinations of 
server . In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be special purpose hardware and computer instructions . 
connected to the user's computer through any type of The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describ 
network , including a local area network ( LAN ) or a wide 60 ing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be 
area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be made to an limiting of the invention . As used herein , the singular forms 
external computer ( for example , through the Internet using “ a ” , “ an ” and “ the ” are intended to include the plural forms 
an Internet Service Provider ) . In some embodiments , elec- as well , unless the context clearly indicates otherwise . It will 
tronic circuitry including , for example , programmable logic be further understood that the terms " comprises ” and / or 
circuitry , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGA ) , or pro- 65 " comprising , ” when used in this specification , specify the 
grammable logic arrays ( PLA ) may execute the computer presence of stated features , integers , steps , operations , ele 
readable program instructions by utilizing state information ments , and / or components , but do not preclude the presence 
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or addition of one or more other features , integers , steps , 4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the hardware processor 
operations , elements , components , and / or groups thereof . is configured to detect behavior of the user while authoring 

The corresponding structures , materials , acts , and equiva- the document and store information associated with the 
lents of all means or step plus function elements , if any , in detected behavior of the user in the repository of user 
the claims below are intended to include any structure , 5 behavioral profiles , wherein the suggestions are further 
material , or act for performing the function in combination tailored based on the detected behavior of the user . 
with other claimed elements as specifically claimed . The 5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the document templates description of the present invention has been presented for are defined according to a user's specification . purposes of illustration and description , but is not intended 6. The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 
to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form 10 document templates in the repository is defined based on the disclosed . Many modifications and variations will be appar at least one hardware processor inferring a candidate tem ent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing plate . from the scope and spirit of the invention . The embodiment 
was chosen and described in order to best explain the 7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the document sugges 
principles of the invention and the practical application , and is tions comprise an alert notifying an inconsistency between 
to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the the document being authored and the candidate template . 
invention for various embodiments with various modifica- 8. The system of claim 7 , wherein the inconsistency 
tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated . comprises a semantic inconsistency . 

9. The system of claim 7 , wherein the inconsistency 
What is claimed is : 20 comprises a stylistic inconsistency . 
1. A computing system providing document authoring 10. A computer - implemented method comprising : 

assistance , comprising : causing a document editor user interface to execute , the 
at least one hardware processor causing a document editor document editor receiving content input by a user and 

user interface to execute , the document editor user providing document suggestions to the user authoring a 
interface receiving content input by a user and provid- 25 document via the document editor user interface ; 
ing document suggestions to the user authoring a causing searching for information associated with the 
document via the document editor user interface ; content , wherein the suggestions provided to the user 

the at least one hardware processor causing searching for are based on the information ; 
information associated with the content and returning storing a repository of authored documents , a repository 
the information , wherein the suggestions provided to 30 of user behavioral profiles , a knowledge base storing at 
the user are based on the information ; least user accepted and rejected document suggestions 

at least one storage device storing a repository of authored and a repository of document templates ; 
documents , a repository of user behavioral profiles , a searching the repository of document templates for a 
knowledge base storing at least user accepted and candidate template that matches a style of the document 
rejected document suggestions and a repository of 35 being authored ; 
document templates ; inferring the candidate template responsive to not finding 

the at least one hardware processor searching the reposi- the candidate template in the repository of document 
tory of document templates for a candidate template templates , 
that matches a style of the document being authored ; wherein the at least one hardware processor inferring the 

the at least one hardware processor inferring the candidate 40 candidate template further includes causing a prompt to 
template responsive to not finding the candidate tem be presented to the user for the user to input whether the 
plate in the repository of document templates , inferred candidate template is to be added to the 

wherein the at least one hardware processor inferring the repository of document templates , responsive to the 
candidate template further includes causing a prompt to user's input indicating that the inferred candidate tem 
be presented to the user for the user to input whether the 45 plate is not to be added to the repository of document 
inferred candidate template is to be added to the templates , omitting adding of the inferred candidate 
repository of document templates , responsive to the template to the repository of document templates and 
user's input indicating that the inferred candidate tem storing the information associated with the content as 
plate is not to be added to the repository of document knowledge in the knowledge base , wherein the stored 
templates , omitting adding of the inferred candidate 50 information in the knowledge base is used as feedback 
template to the repository of document templates and that enhances a subsequent document suggestion , and 
storing the information associated with the content as causing applying of at least one document suggestion to 
knowledge in the knowledge base , wherein the stored the document . 
information in the knowledge base is used as feedback 11. The method of claim 10 , wherein responsive to the 
that enhances a subsequent document suggestion , and 55 user's input indicating that the inferred candidate template is 

wherein the at least one hardware processor causes apply- to be added to the repository of document templates , adding 
ing of at least one document suggestion to the docu- the inferred candidate template to the repository of docu 
ment . ment templates . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the hardware processor 12. The method of claim 10 , wherein the suggestions are 
is configured to : 60 further determined based on a definition specified in the 

responsive to the user's input indicating that the inferred candidate template . 
candidate template is to be added to the repository of 13. The method of claim 10 , further including detecting 
document templates , add the inferred candidate tem- behavior of the user while authoring the document and 
plate to the repository of document templates . storing information associated with the detected behavior of 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the suggestions are 65 the user in the repository of user behavioral profiles , wherein 
further determined based on a definition specified in the the suggestions are further tailored based on the detected 
candidate template . behavior of the user . 
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14. The method of claim 10 , wherein at least one of the infer the candidate template responsive to not finding the 
document templates in the repository is defined based on the candidate template in the repository of document tem 
inferring a candidate template . plates , 

15. The method of claim 10 , wherein the document wherein the device caused to infer the candidate template 
suggestions comprise an alert notifying an inconsistency 5 further includes the device causing a prompt to be 

presented to the user for the user to input whether the between the document being authored and the candidate inferred candidate template is to be added to the template . repository of document templates , responsive to the 16. The method of claim 15 , wherein the inconsistency user's input indicating that the inferred candidate tem comprises a semantic inconsistency . plate is not to be added to the repository of document 
17. The method of claim 15 , wherein the inconsistency templates , omitting adding of the inferred candidate 

comprises a stylistic inconsistency . template to the repository of document templates and 
18. A computer program product comprising a computer storing the information associated with the content as 

readable storage medium having program instructions knowledge in the knowledge base , wherein the stored 
embodied therewith , the program instructions executable by information in the knowledge base is used as feedback 
a device to cause the device to : that enhances a subsequent document suggestion , and 

wherein the at least one hardware processor causes apply execute a document editor user interface to execute , the ing of at least one document suggestion to the docu document editor user interface receiving content input ment . 
by a user and providing document suggestions to the 19. The computer program product of claim 18 , wherein 
user authoring a document via the document editor user 20 the device is caused to : 
interface ; responsive to the user's input indicating that the inferred 

cause searching for information associated with the con- candidate template is to be added to the repository of 
tent and returning the information , wherein the sugges document templates , add the inferred candidate tem 
tions provided to the user are based on the information ; plate to the repository of document templates . 

store a repository of authored documents , a repository of 25 20. The computer program product of claim 18 , wherein 
user behavioral profiles , a knowledge base storing at the device is caused to detect behavior of the user while 
least user accepted and rejected document suggestions authoring the document and store information associated 
and a repository of document templates ; with the detected behavior of the user in the repository of 

search the repository of document templates for a candi user behavioral profiles , wherein the suggestions are further 
date template that matches a style of the document 30 tailored based on the detected behavior of the user . 
being authored ; 
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